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My thoughts on exciting new directions in 
dark matter science…from the perspective of 

a particle theorist
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The New Era of 
Elementary Physics

What the Standard Model is has become increasingly 
sharp with the discovery of the Higgs 

The challenge now is to understand how the SM fits into 
the grand scheme of things, and what we are missing

An era of exploration and rethinking basic questions...
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Dark Sector Science
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There is new matter to discover and understand:
 What is it?
 Where did it come from? 
 How does it interact? 
 New forces? 

Efforts  to  explore  answers  to  these  questions  is 
still relatively young!



Dark Sector Science: 
Starting Points

• Hierarchy problem and weak-scale physics

A natural first guess is that dark matter is part of the 
solution to an existing Standard Model puzzle

• The strong CP problem, neutrino masses, baryon 
asymmetry…etc 



WIMPs and a Thermal Origin?

As Universe cools below DM 
mass, density decreases as e-m/T

Dark Matter interacts 
with SM to stay in 
equilibrium…

Eventually dark matter 
particles can’t find each other 

to annihilate

and a (minimal) DM 
abundance is left over to the 

present day
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Correct DM density for:

Thermal origin suggests Dark Sector interactions 
and mass in the vicinity of the weak-scale 

WIMPs and a Thermal Origin?
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The WIMP Search Effort
See overview talks by 
Jonathan Feng and Sarah Eno 

Powerful sensitivity over broad range of mass!
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Compelled to Move Beyond WIMPs

Basic weak-scale DM scenarios have been 
significantly constrained by the LHC, direct & 

indirect detection

Existing experimental program will corner 
remaining WIMP models over the next few years

What are we missing? 



First Steps Beyond WIMPs

Thermal origin is a simple and compelling 
idea for the origin of dark matter

No need to toss out all of the nice and simple 
features of WIMPs

Natural first step exploring beyond WIMPs is to 
ask what kinds of models realize a thermal 

freeze-out origin



SU(3)XSU(2)XU(1)

Standard Model:

+ 3 generations of 
matter

Dark Sector:

Gauge Interactions?

Matter?

Natural next guess beyond a WIMP is that dark matter 
belongs to a genuinely new sector of interactions and matter!  

First Steps Beyond WIMPs



SU(3)XSU(2)XU(1)

Standard Model:

+ 3 generations of 
matter

Dark Sector:

Gauge Interactions?

Matter?

Dark matter can still have a thermal origin!

Key Ingredient: an interaction

First Steps Beyond WIMPs



Vector Mixing Very weakly coupled forces

Higgs Mixing exotic rare Higgs decays
rare meson decays

Neutrino Mixing not-so-sterile neutrinos 

Only three sizeable (i.e. not mass suppressed) interactions 
allowed by Standard Model symmetries: 

Three Interaction Types
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Least constrained 
for thermal dark matter

All of these can be generated at  a radiative level, so it’s 
natural for these to be small...



Dark Sectors and Thermal Freeze-out 

 Thermal DM

Dark/Hidden sector

WIMP

MeV GeV TeV

Interaction provides natural freeze-out channel into 
Standard Model final states

Thermal origin “dark sector” dark matter (with mediator) 
is viable over the entire MeV-TeV range!
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Dark Sectors in the Vicinity of the Weak Scale
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Dark Sectors in the Vicinity of the Weak Scale
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For decades: look here!

Existing Stable Matter

Generic mass scale for 
matter with O(1) coupling 
to origin of EWSB



Generic mass scale for 
matter with O(1) coupling 
to origin of EWSB
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(derived from weak scale)

(accidentally close to weak scale)
...but where do we expect 
hidden sector matter – with 
only small couplings to SM 
matter (generated radiatively)?

For decades: look here!

Dark Sectors in the Vicinity of the Weak Scale
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Where do we expect hidden-
sector matter?

Generic mass scale for 
matter with O(1) coupling 
to origin of EWSB

small #⇥MW

(e.g. dark sector scalar 
mixing with SM higgs)

Dark Sectors in the Vicinity of the Weak Scale
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small #⇥MW

Generic mass scale for 
matter with O(1) coupling 
to origin of EWSB

Where do we expect hidden-
sector matter?

(e.g. “hidden valley” 
scenario: ~conformal 
to weak scale, then 
confining)

Dark Sectors in the Vicinity of the Weak Scale
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Look here for hidden-
sector matter!
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small #⇥MW

Dark Sectors in the Vicinity of the Weak Scale
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10

Generic mass scale for 
matter with O(1) coupling 
to origin of EWSB

⇠ MW ⇥ e�#

small #⇥MW

Expect hidden sector matter 
in the vicinity of – but naturally 
below – weak scale

Moving beyond WIMPs, the broad vicinity of 
the weak scale is still an excellent place to 
focus on:

• An important scale!

• Familiar stable matter resides here!

• Thermal DM works well here!

Dark Sectors in the Vicinity of the Weak Scale
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A New Frontier

Extend sensitivity to “WIMP-like” Dark Matter in 
the sub-GeV Range?    (light dark matter, LDM)

In a broader context, this frontier is one of two main 
pushes to generalize traditional dark matter 
scenarios, WIMPs & the QCD axion 
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Defining New Frontiers
Over the last few years, a strong science case for moving 

beyond WIMPs & axions has been put forth, and 
concepts for new small experiments have been proposed

See for example the U. Maryland Workshop
US Cosmic Visions: New Ideas in Dark Matter
https://indico.fnal.gov/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=13702



Defining New Frontiers
See Figure 1 of arXiv: 1707.04591

See talks by Karl van Bibber 
and Peter Graham 

This talk
Also see talk by Jonathan Feng,  
Matt Pyle, Natalia Toro,
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A New Frontier

Extend sensitivity to “WIMP-like” Dark Matter in 
the sub-GeV Range?    (light dark matter, LDM)

Need experiments that can explore the MeV-GeV “WIMP”-like 
scenarios, analogous to the Direct Detection, LEP, and LHC 
efforts to test WIMPs in the GeV-TeV range.  

What are the experimental ingredients of a robust 
effort?

Look to the 30-yr WIMP effort for lessons. 
Many similarities and a few critical differences…
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WIMP & Thermal LDM Experimental Effort:  
 Phenomenology Similarities

+ other modes
✏

Experimental strategies similar to WIMP program, but new challenges 
and opportunities arise from the lower mass scales
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WIMP & Thermal LDM Experimental Effort:  
Basic Model Similarities

Phenomenology of WIMP scenarios carries over to MeV-
GeV WIMP-like scenarios:

Dark Matter CurrentParticle Type Different Low-Energy Phenomenology!

Just like sneutrino or Dirac neutrino WIMP candidate

Just like neutralino WIMP candidates
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Key Thermal Targets Span Large Range.

WIMP & Thermal LDM Experimental Effort:   
Direct Detection Similarities

Z-tree

W-loop

GeV-10 TeV Thermal WIMPs
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Key Thermal Targets Span Large Range.

WIMP & Thermal LDM Experimental Effort:   
Direct Detection Similarities

Z-tree

W-loop

GeV-10 TeV Thermal WIMPs

Similar to WIMPs: thermal LDM motivates large 
range of direct detection cross-section
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Direct Detection Challenges & Opportunities

Range of technologies proposed to 
detect very low energy deposition 
of LDM scattering

See arXiv: 1707.04591

Basic difficulty: non-relativistic scattering of sub-GeV particles deposits 
eV-keV of energy

electron scattering has easiest to 
detect energy deposition



Direct Detection Challenges & Opportunities

Excellent ideas for experiments to provide new sensitivity to 
LDM parameter space over the next 10 years

(many of them discussed in Matt Pyle’s talk)

See arXiv: 1707.04591
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WIMP & Thermal LDM Experimental Effort:  
Radically Different Story for Accelerators

TeV-scale electro-weak states were not easily accessible to 
accelerators when WIMP effort started! 

Decades of development of mid- to high-energy accelerator 
infrastructure and impressively powerful particle detector 
technology has now taken place... 

Whereas sub-GeV weakly coupled particles readily 
accessible to accelerators



Accelerator Exp. Challenges & Opportunities

χ
χ

Collider production Fixed-Target production 

Easy to produce light dark matter

The challenge is isolating the production signature 
in a low background manner

But this is a well studied problem at this point!
(see talk by Natalia Toro)
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Thermal Relic Targets & Current Constraints

Milestone are fixed, but accelerator experiments 
move down the plot as assumptions are varied

•Accelerators probe DM interactions at the same momentum scales 
governing freeze-out:  much tighter set of coupling vs. mass milestones

Accelerator Exp. Challenges & Opportunities
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Accelerator Experiments Have Cornered Thermal LDM

Remaining 1-3 orders of magnitude represent some of the 
best motivated parameter space.  An amazing opportunity!
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Accelerator Exp. Challenges & Opportunities

See arXiv: 1707.04591

Excellent prospects for experiments to provide milestone 
sensitivity to LDM parameter space over the next 10 years

(many of them discussed in Natalia Toro’s talk)



Powerful Complementarity
See arXiv: 1707.04591



Conclusions

Best of luck to all of you!

I’m more confident than ever that this will allow us 
to discover the fundamental physics of dark matter

The search for dark matter is sharpening into a broad 
and robust effort, building on the achievements of the 

WIMP and QCD axion program


